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The goal of this book is to describe the nature of statistical learning theory. It is not a survey of the
standard learning theory but it is intended to show how abstract reasoning implies new algorithms.
Ch. 1 is to promote the setting of the learning problem. It presents the classical paradigm of solving
learning problems, nonparametric methods of density estimation, and the main principles for solving
problems with restricted information. A general model of minimizing the risk functional from empirical data is introduced. Ch. 2 describes the conceptual theory of learning processes: Key theorems of
learning theory, theory of nonfalsiﬁability, and concepts that allow the construction of necessary and
suﬃcient conditions for the consistency of the learning processes. Ch. 3 gives the nonasymptotic theory
of distribution-independent and dependent bounds on the convergence rate of the learning processes. Ch.
4 deals with the theory for controlling the generalization ability of learning machines which is founded on
constructing an inductive principle for minimizing the risc functional for a small sample size of training
instances. (Examples of structures for neural networks, local function approximation, MDL and SRM
principles, capacity control).
Ch. 5 describes learning algorithms for pattern recognition with generalizations for the regression estimation problem. Along with classical neural networks the minimization of the empirical risc with ﬁxed
conﬁdence intervals is implemented. The main topics promote experiments with support vector machines
(SVM). Ch. 6 introduces a new type of loss functions, the so-called ε-insensitive loss function. The results
obtained for the pattern recognition problem are generalized to the problem of estimating real-valued
regressions. Ch. 7 shows a new approach to the problems above combining the ideas of the theory of
ill-posed problems, classical nonparametric statistics, and statistical learning theory to obtain a new type
of algorithms. Ch. 8 introduces a new principle for minimizing the expected risk called the vicinal risk
minimization using the SVM technique.
The book is not easy-reading but written in a concise style. It must be recommended to scientists of
statistics, mathematics, physics, and computer science.
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